Roles and Access
As Federation Admin you will have access to everything. A good thing if you and only you
are taking care of your Federation or maybe a bad thing if you walk under a bus one day.
You can separate the tools on the EFRA website. For instance, maybe the person who is
running all the gas Off-road does not want to do any proposals or doesn’t care about the
finances. They don’t have to see them, you can give them access to “Racing Admin” only!
This splitting of access to tools becomes clearer when we attach roles to each person in your
Federation. Maybe the same gas Off-road person doesn’t want to see the available
meetings in any other class? In the future the EFRA website can present just the events
relevant to that one person with some fine tuning from the Federation Admin.
First, we will illustrate the access rights. So login….. if you’re fed up of
scrolling to the bottom of the page there’s a new feature. Hover over
the “Home” button on the top menu…
That’s saved a few clicks already J.
An Important Notice – Read it!
Before we start there is something very important for the Federation Admins.
You are the keyholder for your federation. Do not share these keys. Assign appropriate
roles and access rather than share this role. Make sure you board know to content the
EFRA secretary in the case of something tragic happening to you.
You have the capability of changing data, not just roles and access but names and
passwords. Please note the following statements carefully.
Changing roles and access - this is allowed but you are responsible for these changes.
Personal data such as name, address etc is absolutely forbidden, in fact, illegal.
The owner of this data is the individual and not you or EFRA. They can log into EFRA and
make their own changes.
If you are entering data for one of your members you are legally obliged to have explicit
permission to do so from the individual (or guardian in the case of a minor).
If you have somebody who requires a role change the correct procedure is to remove the
role and assign it to someone else. Do not be tempted to change the name of the role
otherwise that person’s other roles and history will be lost.

After logging in you are on a page giving
you access to all the tools of the
Federation. Some you are used to, a couple
of new features and there have been some
menu changes. This may keep changing as
the website continues to grow so keep
coming back to this document.
To grant access for other persons we’re interested in “Organisation Administration” which
will take you to the following page.

For now we’re going to focus on Team Manager, a person who is going to have the role of
adding drivers from your Federation into events. The chapter on RACE entry/allocation deals
with how this is done. We want to edit Team Managers access so click “edit”. Then click
“Access Data” to show what access they have.

We now see that they are a webuser and have a valid login. Clicking on the small blue “i”
next to each access right will reveal a short explanation.

If this is a new driver you will need them to log in, click the “send login data” to make the
site send email to the new person.
In this case we wish this person to enter drivers to an event. Check the “federation racing”
box and “change account”. Any changes will result in an email sent to the person advising
them to login.
Here is a screenshot of what the Team Manager now has
access too. Under “My EFRA” they can administer their
own details and change passwords etc.
Under “Racing” they can enter drivers into events form the
“Race allocations” buttons, approve drivers’ entries
wherever they came from under the “race approvals”
button. The “Registered Drivers” gives them a view of each
race as a check.

Access in more detail.
Webuser – everyone who needs to login.
Federation Admin – Access to all tools.
Federation organisation – controls roles and access.
Federation Racing – for race entry.
Federation invoicing – base order and view invoices.
Federation proposal – allows user to propose rule changes.
The small “i” will show a brief description of the access rights.
Typical scenarios.
The Federations Secretary will probably have access to “federation admin”. The Federations
Treasurer my only require access to the “federation invoicing”. A section or class chairman
may only require to enter drivers to events so will only require “federation racing”.
However, depending on how you have structured your Federation your Treasurer maybe a
section Chairman who needs to propose rules as well, so the following access be adequate.
Here the person can enter drivers, use the base order for the
federation and use the EFRA proposal tool. Importantly they cannot
assign roles and access to anyone in the federation. The Federation
admin and organisation access rights could be considered as the
“keys to all locks” and care must be taken in handing the keys out!

Email – Too little – Too much?
Some folk are very happy to be notified of every change that happens within their
organisation, but some aren’t. Control over who gets what can be found under the Access
data tag.

Here we can select what type of notifications each user will receive. Click on the “i” next to
the Notification to see what type of email is sent when the checkbox is ticked.
Obviously, some of you will have to receive many of these notifications to keep on top of
what is going on.
Tip - Most email clients on computers can apply rules to sweep all the notifications into a
specific “mailbox”, this will keep your personal email separate from, what could be, many
emails from EFRA. From experience, this is what most of the EFRA board do this, but we
can’t cover every scenario for every email client here. Explore your inbox rules for this.
Probably the most useful one will be “Racing Notification (Section based)” for your Section
Chairman. This will allow them to know who is interested in which meetings and take
control of their entries.

Roles within the Federation.
You can assign roles to each individual. Login again, Administration – Organisation
administration – select a person.
Under the tab “Roles Data”
We can see that Conrad Wu is the EFRA
rep, a driver and the 12th scale section
board member. He is also the contact for
the federation. Conrad might not have any
responsibility for the Federation base
order or invoicing, but he does use the
EFRA proposal tool and enters drivers. In
this case it would be logical for him to have
access rights to the federation racing and
proposals. He will also receive all contact
information from EFRA.

When setting the Role of a person you should consider what
level of notification they will need. As mentioned previously
notifications can be assigned to section specific persons, so
someone having responsibility for Electric Track might have
the role of Section 1:12th and 1:10th El. Scales so if they have
“Racing Notification (Section based)” then they will receive
the notifications for all the Electric track entries but nothing
relating to changes in the federation, invoicing or proposals.
Naturally if you granted this person the rights to access the
proposal tool you might want them to have notifications
relating to proposals.

Roles
Go back to Organisation, it may look like something below J

Here we see a list of persons assigned to your federation. At the top of the list is the
Federation and the name alongside is probably the person who set it up. You can change
this to someone else or something neutral. You can populate lots of other details about your
federation as in the next diagram.

Please note – the federation page is the only page you are allowed to change data of a
personal nature. Read the important notice on page one. EFRA assumes that as federation
admin you will take care to maintain this page as is an important link between your
Federation and EFRA.

But we are leaving the main topic. So, back to it, when editing persons within your
organisation you can assign positions or roles to each individual. Very helpful to EFRA when
it comes to information displayed in the Handbook or on the website. Clicking edit next to a

person and then the “Roles Data” tab will display all available roles. It’s very selfish, we only
list the ones we (EFRA) want to know about.
There will be further on this in another chapter.

Here is the role data for the example
federations admin, Sony Vaio. We can see that
Sony is the federation Secretary and a driver. So,
Sony can register for races. And administer
everything (from the access rights). Sony may
also be the EFRA rep and a “chair” of a section
so you would check these items also. EFRA only
expect you to check the ones you need to,
maybe there is no Vice President. You may also
have the situation where one person has many
roles, again, it’s not an issue as to how your
federation is structured. It is important, and a
legal requirement to be certain that the data we
hold in valid and up to date. It is very important
to you to ensure that access rights are up to date.
What else can we do with roles?
At the moment not much but, the website tools are constantly evolving, and additional
functions will come on line after testing. You will need to come back to this document from
time to time.
Frequently asked Questions
Why can’t I use all the tools, my role states I’m the President?
What role you are doesn’t control what tools you see. Your Federation Admin needs to give
the appropriate rights. If you’re having any difficulty with this, email the EFRA Secretary
secretary@efra.ws, rather than the support group.
Why can’t I find an individual in the long list I have?

The easiest way the find someone in a list is control+f (or cmd+f on a mac). If someone is
still missing they maybe in limbo or the wrong federation. Email entry@efra.ws for help.
How do we stop ex board members accessing our data?
The federation admin can change anyone’s access rights or remove them completely. The
action of changing their rights may leave them entirely without access. When granting them
access again you may need to repopulate their log in details.
This FAQ will grow with questions from yourselves as you ask for any help. Don’t hesitate to
ask, we need to know of any difficulties you have so improvements can be made (and any
bugs you find for us J ).

